“Aspiring to facilitate every Government School student in Madhya Pradesh with an
in-home digital education supplement”

At Muskaan Dreams, we have been working tirelessly over the last few years on a mission to serve
the rural government schools in Gwalior and other parts of MP to bring digital education to every
classroom, and ensure that easy and regular usage happens to inspire our rural students towards
learning and growth.
We have enabled 150 classrooms with Smart Classes and have been delivering continued digital
education to more than 20,000 students over the last 3 years.
But with the coronavirus crisis, as the schools closed down with uncertainty, we all realized that along
with the Smart Classes, we need an in-home digital education supplement, an online or a mobile
app-based learning solution for our students to be able to access digital content and education. We
know that our rural and government school students have literally nothing at home to engage them in
meaningful education in an entertaining manner. A digital learning solution that can facilitate in-home
learning is therefore urgently needed.
As the lockdown began, our partner iDream Education reached out to us with the news of launching a
mobile-based learning app.
A free initiative that offers digital learning content for all classes 1st to 12th for all major subjects to
students in both Hindi and English medium on any mobile phone in their homes.
We at Muskaan Dreams have partnered with iDream Education and are now together taking this free
learning app to every government school student in Madhya Pradesh that we can reach. We wish to
ensure that no student in MP is left without a free learning app access as per their state board and
Hindi medium content for MP Board.
Our teams are connecting with school teachers, guiding them about the free app and its benefits. The
teachers and school administration is further sharing the information about this free app to parents
and students through their contact networks.
Key Features of the iDream Learning App for MP Board students
●

The app has animated digital content in Hindi medium as per Madhya Pradesh board for all
classes 1st to 12th

●

It covers all major subjects in Hindi medium, including Math, Science, EVS, Social Sciences,
Commerce and Computers

●

Along with animated video lessons, it offers free project making videos, a rich digital book
library in Hindi medium and life skills for the holistic development of children

Such a comprehensive, rich and free educational app in Hindi medium is a great valuable asset for
our MP board students and therefore we suggest the app to every teacher, parent and student who
needs an easy to use learning app solution to learn from the safety of their homes
Key Benefits of the iDream Learning App for MP Board Students

1. The app is enjoyable and has entertaining content, which will excite students to learn all the
subjects

2. Since the app allows the student or parent to change any class or board anytime, therefore
students can cover their historical learning gaps also by using content from junior classes
anytime

3. It offers a non-judgemental environment for the student to learn at his own pace and
comfortably understand/complete the topic in the best way
The best part of the iDream Learning App is that we at Muskaan Dreams get an online dashboard to
review the usage reports of all the students who are using the app under our guidance. This will
greatly help us monitor and increase the learning outcomes by continuously guiding and inspiring our
students to use the app in the best way they can.
Our rural most students are watching video lessons, reading books, making science toys and enjoying
life skills in Hindi medium at their homes, and we are checking usage reports, monitoring their
learning outcomes and guiding them over phone/WhatsApp from our homes.
For NGOs like us, the iDream Learning App has come as empowerment, to help us give personal
attention to every student we support. The learning app becomes their personal digital library of
educational content and helps them continue learning anywhere, anytime and especially in these
difficult times.
We are working to see that no child in Madhya Pradesh is left behind in getting personal digital
education access. If you are working with govt schools, education department or any NGO anywhere,
do try the iDream Learning App and share it with the students that you serve.
You can know more about the app on its website page here:

https://www.idreameducation.org/learningapp
Get the app on the play store here:

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=org.idreameducation.iprep

